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Re: Docket 7867 --Seneca Mountain Wind LLC's MET Towers Application 

Dear Mrs. Hudson: 

In accordance with the Hearing Officer's Order dated September 20, 2012, and the Board 
Clerk's e-mail dated October 01, 2012, Seneca Mountain Wind, LLC ("SMW") is hereby providing 
its response to the new motions for intervention filed by Mark Whitworth (dated September 24, 
2012), and Noreen Hession (dated September 23, 2012). 

The background of these proceedings and applicable legal standards are provided in SMW's 
response to motions for intervention dated October 1, 20)2. 

1. Hession's Motion for Intervention 1 

Ms. Hession's motion for intervention is dated September 23, 2012. However, Ms. Hession 
supplemented her motion for intervention by letter dated September 27, 2012. The Board's 
scheduling order of September 20, 2012, clearly provided a September 24, 2012 deadline for Ms. 
Hession to submit comments and file a motion to intervene in this docket. Thus, Ms. Hession's 
September 27, 2012 supplement was filed past the deadline, and should be ignored. We will address 
Ms. Hession's September 27, 2012 supplement in the event the Board does decide to consider it, but 
do not waive any arguments on this point in doing so. 

1 On /\ugust 23, 2012, Sl\I\V sent notice to a new list of adjoiners pursuant to the Third Procedural Order. Based upon 
information provided by the Newark Town Clerk, SMW included Mark Whitworth on the new adjoiners list. As SMW 
has previously informed the Board, the Newark Grand List is not correlated to a tax map and thus could not be used 
alone to determine who adjoins the project parcels. Ms. Hession has acknowledged that she and I\Ir. \Vhitworth are 
married, live at the same address, are co-owners of their property, and that she has received and reviewed the notice. 
SI\f\X! apologizes for not speciftcally including 1\Is. Hession's name along with I\Ir. \'l0'hitworth for their property, and will 
update its adjoiners list to include I\Is. Hession's name. 



Ms. Hession requests intervenor status based on her claims regarding the capabilities of 
SMW to carry out its proposed MET tower project and "the ensuing industrial wind turbine 
construction project." Ms. Hession's September 23, 2012letter also asserts that issues with SMW's 
competence will cause if to fail, impacting the region's residents, environment, wildlife, and 
economy. In her improper supplement to her motion to intervene, Ms. Hession reiterates her 
concerns about SMW's lack of competence and business practices, and raises a generalized issue of 
wildlife habitat. 

We first note that, to the extent Ms. Hession has asserted generalized impacts relative to any 
eventual wind generation project, Board consideration of any project beyond the presently proposed 
MET tower project is improper in Section 246 proceedings.2 

In order for the Board to grant Ms. Hession inte1vention in this proceeding, it must find that 
Ms. Hession has demonstrated that she has "a substantial interest which may be affected by the 
outcome of this proceeding." Proving that an individual has a substantial interest pursuant to Board 
Rule 2.209(B) requires "a description of the specific and particularized interest that the individual 
seeks to assert in [the] proceeding."3 Ms. Hession asserts that the competence of SMW will cause its 
project to fail, adversely affecting her interests in some abstract manner. First and forem.ost, this 
claim, baseless as it is, is not relevant to the section 248 criteria and is not a proper basis for granting 
intervenor status. 

Second, Ms. Hession's generalized interest as an adjoining property owner cannot form the 
basis for a substantial interest in seeking to intervene in proceedings related to the proposed Hawk 
Rock MET tower, or the proposed MET tower project as a whole.4 If such a generalized interest 
could form the basis for permissive intervention in this case, it is nearly impossible to glean where to 
separate those with actual substantial interests from those with the generalized speculative interests 
that Ms. Hession asserts. Like Fritz Gerhardt's motion for inte1vention,S Ms. Hession's motion fails 
to identify a substantial interest sufflcient to support permissive intervention here. 

Moreover, of the interests that might be gleaned as possibly forming the basis for her 
motion to intervene (e.g., generalized wildlife or other concerns), such interests are more than 
adequately protected by the other parties to this proceeding. For example, the Vermont Department 
of Public Service ("Department") and Agency of Natural Resources ("ANR") are parties in this 
docket. Their exact role here is to protect the general interests that Ms. Hession has identified. 
Accordingly, the Board should deny Ms. Hession permissive inte1vention in this proceeding because 
Ms. Hession's appearance here will be unnecessarily duplicative. 

2 See, e.g., Docket No. 7867, Order of9/14/12 at 2. 

3 Docket No. 6860, Order of 10/30/03, at 2; see also Docket No. 7508, Order of 7/2/09 (limiting permissive 
intervenors' participation where issue of project need merely addressed in general terms: "ad joiners have not 
demonstrated any particularized interest" sufficient to meet Rule 2.209(B) standard). 

·1 Based upon the address of 1\fs. Hession's/Mr. Whitworth's property, their residence is over 2.4 miles from the 
proposed Hawk Rock tower, and even further from any of the other proposed towers. 

' See First Procedural Order. 
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Finally, beyond the fact that Ms. Hession has not raised a substantial issue to permit her 
intervention, Ms. Hession also has not raised a significant issue with respect to the Section 248 
criteria that would warrant expanding the scope of the proceedings. The Section 248 criteria 
applicable to Section 246 MET tower projects include assessing potential undue adverse impacts of 
the project on: aesthetics, historic sites, air and water purity, the natural environment, public health 
and safety, public investments, and orderly development of the region.6 Nowhere in those criteria is 
the competence of a developer to be considered.7 And, as discussed above, Ms. Hession's 
generalized interests, to the extent they trigger consideration of any of the relevant criteria, have 
been adequately addressed by other parties. For example, as a result of the issues the other parties 
to the proceeding have raised, the Board is conducting evidentiary proceedings concerning the 
potential impacts on certain wildlife at the proposed Hawk Rock MET tower, Bull Mountain MET 
tower, and Brighton MET tower. Expanding the scope of the proceedings as a result of the 
generalized issues that Ms. Hession appears to raise would be improper. 

2. Whitworth Motion for Intervention 

Like Ms. Hession's motion for intervention, Mr. Whitworth has also flied a supplement to 
his motion for intervention dated September 27, 2012. Again, Mr. Whitworth's supplement was 
filed past the deadline for doing so, and should be ignored by the Board. We address the 
supplement in the event the Board decides to consider it, but do not waive our argument that it was 
flied out of time. 

Mr. Whitworth argues that the Project fails to meet a number of Section 248 criteria: orderly 
development of the area, economic benefit, aesthetics, wildlife habitat, and public investment in 
conservation lands. Mr. Whitworth has not identified a substantial issue specifically tied to his 
interests as an adjoining property owner that will be affected by the outcome of these proceedings, 
and that is not adequately protected by other parties to these proceedings. Moreover, Mr. 
Whitworth has not raised a significant issue in regard to the relevant Section 248 criteria that arc 
applicable in Section 246 proceedings. 

a. Orderly development 

Mr. Whitworth argues that the Northeastern Vermont Development Association ("NVDA") 
voted in favor of a moratorium on the development of new industrial wind energy projects on June 
28, 2012 and that the Board should honor the recommended moratorium. This statement about a 
recon1mended wind moratorium by NVDA that has no binding effect on the Board or towns in the 
project area is not a basis for establishing a substantial interest for intervention purposes. R 

6 See Application for a [CPGJ for Q\fET towers], Pursuant to 30 'l.S./L §§ 246 and 248, at 6. 

7 As a result, SJ\I\'(1 does not believe it is appropriate or necessary to refute Ms. Hession's baseless claims regarding its 
competence to construct and operate the :MET towers (or a wind project for that matter), but instead rests on its 
"'\pplication and supplemental materials, which directly address compliance with the Section 248 criteria. SM\X' will of 
course respond to a request from the Board to provide any additional il{formation concerning the company. 

8 Moreover, the recommended moratorium is in relation to industrial wind projects exceeding 200 feet, not MET towers. 
Should any of the towns in the area adopt their own moratorium on industrial wind projects consistent with the 
recommendations ofNVDA, the MET tower project in the area would be unaffected. 
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Mr. Whitworth also argues that SMW's proposed MET towers are in contravention of 
September 17, 2012 amendments to Newark's Town Plan. In his improper supplement Mr. 
Whitworth argues that he has a substantial interest in the town plan because he is a resident of the 
Town of Newark and State ofVern1.ont. Again, Mr. Whitworth's interest is highly generalized. If 
his motion for intervention were granted on this ground, every person in the Town of Newark could 
be granted intervention. Moreover, pursuant to Board Rule 2.209(B)(1 ), Mr. Whitworth's interests 
in the town plan are adequately protected by another party to this proceeding-the Town of 
Newark itself. Finally, the September 17, 2012 amendments are inapplicable to SMW's proposed 
MET tower project. SMW's MET tower application was flied and complete in advance of the 
amendments to Newark's Town Plan. Thus, Mr. Whitworth has not established that orderly 
development is a valid basis for his intervention in these proceedings, and additionally has not raised 
a significant issue that would warrant expanding the scope of these proceedings. 

b. Economic Benefit 

The economic benefit discussion that Mr. Whitworth has engaged in relates largely to 
economic benefits and burdens as a result of wind generation projects, not MET towers. 
Accordingly, Board consideration of this discussion would be improper. 9 Additionally, Mr. 
Whitworth indicated in his improper supplement that he is concerned about the market value of his 
property as a result of the proposed MET towers. 

The Board should deny expanding the scope of the hearings on this issue and deny Mr. 
Whitworth permissive inte1vention on this ground because economic benefit has been specifically 
excluded as a criterion in the Section 246 Application criteria. 10 

And regardless of the applicability of the economic benefit criterion, Mr. Whitworth's 
generalized assertions on economic benefit are insufficient to se1ve as a basis for permissive 
inte1vention. Mr. Whitworth has not demonstrated a substantial issue relative to the economic 
benefit concerns he has raised. Moreover, Mr. Whitworth's generalized concerns are adequately 
protected by other parties to this proceeding. The Town of Newark planning commission, in a 
letter dated May 9, 2012, directly raised the issue of economic benefit in its comments to the Board, 
asserting that the MET towers will "depress property values." The Board considered this 
information in deciding what issues to focus on in a limited evidentiary hearing, ultimately deciding 
not to take further information on the issue. The Board should deny permissive intervention on this 
ground, and should also deny expanding the scope of tl1e hearings here. 

c. Aesthetics 

In support of his motion for intewention, Mr. Whitworth also argues that the proposed 
MET towers will have an adverse effect on aesthetics. Again, his claims are highly generalized. For 
example, Mr. Whitworth avers that "[w]e have ample evidence that SMW's MET towers will offend 
the sensibilities of the average person." Such evidence and allegations are simply not a basis for 
permissive intewention, and do not raise a particularized interest sufficient to meet the substantial 

''See, e.g., No. Docket 7867, Order of9/14/12 at 2. 

10 See Application for a [CPGJ for [J\IET towers], Pursuant to 30 V.S.A. §§ 246 and 248, at 6; Sec. 246 Standards Order, 
Order Establishing Standards and Procedures, Order of 3/9/10. 
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interest standard in Board Rule 2.209(B). Mr. Whitworth also argues in his improper supplement 
that he will have a view of at least one of the proposed towers. As we stated in response to Mr. 
Heath's motion to intenrene flied on October 1, 2012, a potential view of a proposed MET tower is 
insufficient to raise a substantial issue under Rule 2.209(B), and inconsistent with abbreviated 
proceedings under 30 V.S.A. § 246. 11 Mr. Whitworth's residence is estimated to be over 2.4 miles 
from the proposed Hawk Rock MET Tower in Newark. As noted in SMW's June 6, 2012 Response 
to Public Comments, and as the Board has found in numerous other MET tower cases, these types 
of MET towers are not highly visible beyond one to two miles, and even where visible do not 
present an undue adverse impact on aesthetics. Allowing Mr. Whitworth's intervention on this 
ground would open up Section 246 proceedings to anyone in the public with any potential view 
whatsoever of proposed MET towers. 

Moreover, in relation to aesthetics, Mr. Whitworth has not raised a significant issue that 
would warrant the Board's expansion of the issues it will consider in a lllT1ited evidentiary hearing. 
Mr. Whitworth's discussion of aesthetics runs for two pages, and is related to protecting the natural 
scenic beauty of the area generally. These issues are very clearly protected by nun1erous entities 
already party to these proceedings, and have been raised at length by the Town of Newark, ANR, 
and the Department. For example, the Town of Newark has consistently urged the Board to add 
aesthetics to the issues considered in future proceedings related to SMW's application, most recently 
in its October 1, 2012 response to motions to intervene. So not only is the Town of Newark 
adequately protecting Mr. Whitworth's concerns on this issue, pursuant to Rule 2.209(B)(1), it is 
asserting them itself in attempting to raise a significant issue under 30 V.S.A. §§ 246 and 248. 
Accordingly, the Board should deny Mr. Whitworth's intervention and refuse to expand the scope of 
the proceedings here. 

d. Wildlife Habitat 

Mr. Whitworth again raises generalized concerns-not substantial issues-with respect to 
wildlife habitat, asserting that construction of the MET towers "will be disruptive to [numerous] 
species and will degrade their habitat." Mr. Whitworth also indicates in his improper supplement 
that the proposed MET towers will affect his enjoyment of wildlife on his property. Much like the 
argument that mere visibility raises a substantial issue, mere proxinuty should also fail, especially 
when the nearest proposed MET tower to the property at issue is over one mile away, and otl1et 
proposed MET towers are multiple miles away. Moreover, Mr. Whitworth asserts generally that he 
enjoys wildlife on his property, failing to identify any specific species of wildlife that frequent his 
land (or whether such wildlife specifically reside or use habitat on the one acre of land to be used for 
the Hawk Rock tower that is located approximately 1.5 miles from his property line), and failing to 
be particular enough to meet the substantial interest requirement in Board Rule 2.209(B). 

And Mr. Whitworth's concerns about wildlife habitat are also adequately protected in these 
proceedings by ANR, the Town of Newark, and NNU. Evidence that Mr. Whitworth's concerns 
are adequately protected is gleaned from the notion that specific wildlife issues have been 
consistently defined by tl1e Board as the main issues it will consider in a limited evidentiaty hearing. 
Mr. Whitworth has not raised a sigtuficant issue that warrants expanding the scope of these 
proceedings, and his intervention here should be denied. 

11 See Sec. 246 Standards Order dated 3/9/10 (implementing the Board's charge to "seek to simplify the application and 
review process" of Section 246 proceedings (quoting 30 V.S.A. § 246(c)). 
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e. Public Investment in Conservation Lands 

Finally, Mr. Whitworth argues that the ptoposed ptoject is bordered on the north, east, and 
south by the Champion Lands, a conservation area resulting ftom the efforts of the Conservation 
Fund, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Setvice, Vermont Land Tmst, V ennont Housing and Conservation 
Board, ANR, and the Nature Conservancy of Vermont. He further argues in his imp toper 
supplement that the proposed ptoject threatens his enjoyment of public consetvation lands. 

Again, Mr. Whitworth has failed to identify a substantial interest that may be affected by the 
outcome of these ptoceedings, and that is not adequately ptotected by existing parties. All of Mr. 
Whitworth's claims are general, and he does not allege that the Champion conservation lands adjoin 
his land or that he has a legally cognizable interest in such lands (either as an owner or casement 
holder). Nor does he allege that the Champion conservation lands adjoin or are in close ptoximity 
to the parcel upon which the Hawk Rock tower would be sited. To the contrary, Mr. Whitworth has 
identified a number of other entities d1at have an actual stake in the Champion Lands. Arguably, 
those entities might have been able to assert their interests in this matter had they chosen to; Mr. 
Whitworth, however, cannot. And even if Mr. Whitworth did have a valid substantial interest 
argument, his interests are adequately represented here by ANR-which covers both a direct interest 
in the Champion Lands, and the tangential generalized interest that Mr. Whitworth asserts. 
Accordingly, Mr. Whitworth's intetvention should be denied, and the scope of the ptoceedings here 
should not be expanded. 12 

Conclusion 

For the reasons discussed above, the Adjoiners' requests for intervention should be denied. 

In the alternative, should the Board grant Ms. Hession or Mr. Whitworth intetvention in this 
matter, SMW requests that the Board limit such intervention to d1e issues specifically defined in the 
First and Second Procedural Orders. 13 Neither Ms. Hession's nor Mr. Whitworth's interests lend 
support to the notion that the scope of the ptoceedings should be expanded. All of the interests 
that Ms. Hession or Mr. Whitworth have raised have been raised before by others -- either 
commenters or intetvcnors in this ptoceeding. The Board has been put on notice of the same issues 
on multiple occasions and has determined that further investigation into such issues was not 
justified. Thus, Ms. Hession or Mr. Whitworth have not raised a significant issue-beyond general 

12 The Town of Newark filed a response on October 1, 2012 with the Board in support of the new motions to intervene, 
but also requesting that the Board expand the issues it will consider in this proceeding. The Board has consistently ruled 
throughout these proceedings that the Town of Newark has not raised a significant issue that warrants expanding the 
scope of the further evidentiary proceedings here, and its new request for the Board to do so is improper. J\dditionally, 
its suggestion that, because the proposed MET towers will be placed where previous ones were erected, and thus the 
proposed towers result in a permanent structure is misplaced. The previous towers were only up for a limited period of 
time (2.5 years of the 5 years allowed under the CPG), have been removed for over a year, and were part of a different 
docket for a different entity. 

1:l \\lhile the Hearing Officer determined in the 9/14/12 Clarification Order that new adjoiners issued notice pursuant to 
the Third Procedural Order may raise any issues via comments or motions to intervene, the motions to intervene here 
have not identified any new issues that were not already reviewed at the time of the First Procedural Order. 
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or speculative terms-that warrants taking evidence on matters outside of those already identified by 
the Board. 

Thank you in advance, and please do not hesitate to contact me should you have any 
questions concerning the above. 

cc: Senrice List (by first class mail) 

s·n:Jc:e ·ely, 

----L~-~ 
1drew N. Raubvogel, Es . 
unkiel Saunders Elliott Ra: bvo 
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STATE OF VERMONT 
PUBLIC SERVICE BOARD 

Application of Seneca Mountain Wind, LLC ) 
for a Certificate of Public Good for ) 
Temporary Meteorological Stations, pursuant ) 
to 30 V.S.A. §§246 and 248 and PSB Order ) 
dated 3/9/10 ) 

Docket No. 7867 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I, J enna Conklin, certify that on October 4, 2012, I forwarded copies of Seneca Mountain 
Wind, LLC's Letter to PSB re: HeSJion & IJ/hitworth JVfotiom to Intemene to the attached service list by the 
method noted: 

By Electronic Mail & Hand Delivery on October 5: 

Mrs. Susan Hudson, Clerk 
Vermont Public Senrice Board 
112 State Street, Drawer 20 
Montpelier, VT 05620-2701 
Psb.clerk@state.vt.us 

By First Class Mail: 

Aaron Kisicki 
Vermont Department of Public Service 
112 State Street 
Montpelier VT 05620-2601 

Donald J. Einhorn, Esq. 
Vermont Agency of Natural Resources 
103 South Main Street 
3rd Floor, Center Building 
Waterbury, Vermont 05671-0301 

Town of Brighton Planning Commission 
P.O. Box 377 
Island Pond, VT 05846 

Filed Motion to Intervene: 

William Heath 
3101 RT 114 South 
Island Pond, VT 05846 

L. Brooke Dingledine, Esq. 
V alsangiacomo, Detora & McQuesten 
P. 0. Box 625 
172 North Main Street 
Barre, VT 05641 

Cynthia E. Barber 
Newark Neighbors United 
1417 Maple Ridge 
Newark, VT 05871 

Deborah T. Bucknam, Esq. 
Bucknam Black Brazil P.C. 
1097 Main Street 
PO Box 310 
St. Johnsbury, VT 05819 

Robert and Shirley Elder 
3008 S. Riverside Dr. 
McHenry, IL 60050 



Lydia McMillian 
PO Box 76 
Island Pond, VT 05846 

Dated at Burlington, Vermont this 4'" day of 0 

By: 

Noreen Hession & Mark Whitworth 
1224 East Hill Rd 
Newark, VT 05871 


